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Abstract: Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are often used to
localise a receiver with respect to a given map. This association problem,
also known as map-matching, is usually addressed using estimated positions
computed by the GNSS receiver. In this paper we propose a method that
combines the cartographic data in theGNSS computation fix itself.We focus
on the use of a road network provided by cartographers such as NavTeQ
or TeleAtlas. Geo-referenced data is modelled by segments that can be
used as constraints or fused with the pseudo-ranges. Using residuals, a new
method for tackling the underlying problemof the road selection is proposed.
We show that this approach is also well adapted to the integrity problem
of map-matching, since a consistency test is derived. Experimental results
illustrate the performance of this method with different maps.
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1 Introduction

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) including GPS, Glonass and Galileo,
along with their Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) such as WAAS,
EGNOSandMSAS, are verypromisingaffordable technologies formanyapplications.
Very often, absolute positioning is useful when it is associated with a geographical
database that contains apriori information.Agoodexample is aGPS-basednavigation
system that uses the road network information for route planning or for contextual
information retrieval, such as road curvature estimation, speed limits if they are stored,
or Points of Interest (POI). However, Geographical Information (GI) can be extremely
rich. For instance, GI can describe terrain elevation, location of buildings, ground
vegetation, rivers, etc. GI is spatially-indexed and handled byGeographic Information
Systems (GIS) that allow the different GI layers to be accessed, elements to be added
or modified, coordinate transforms to be computed, projections to be applied and
information to be displayed. The quantity of available GI is increasing rapidly, and it
can be used in the localisation process itself as a priori knowledge of the environment.
Moreover, in some applications, this information can contain natural landmarks
stored as GI and used for precise positioning in urban areas (Jabbour et al., 2006;
Meizel et al., 2005).

The problem of localising a receiver with respect to a map is known as
map-matching. Usually this problem is tackled using GNSS fixes provided by a
receiver, i.e., position solutions computed using pseudo-ranges and ephemerid data.
The GNSS data is often fused with dead-reckoning in order to improve positioning
availability and accuracy (Lahrech et al., 2005;Meizel et al., 2005). Themain drawback
of this approach is thenecessity forDRsensors andat least four satellites in line of sight,
conditions which are rarely satisfied in urban canyons (Georgiev and Allen, 2004).
Moreover, integrity monitoring is difficult to assess in such cases, as the pseudo-range
measurements can suffer frommultipath. An alternative is a tightly-coupled approach
in which the map information is used in the computation of the fix. This approach,
which also allows themixing of GPS, Glonass orGalileo pseudo-ranges andmultipath
mitigation (Betaille et al., 2003), is the one addressed in this paper.

We focus on the use of a map of the road network provided by cartographers
such as NavTeQ or TeleAtlas. The available information describes the centre-lines of
carriageways in a 2D representation. The main difficulty is using such information
in the GNSS computation. To this end we propose the construction of a navigation
frame in which the position of the satellites at their transmission time is known. By first
supposing that the road is known, we show how to compute a location (Fouque and
Bonnifait, 2007). We then present a strategy for selecting the most likely road by using
the residuals of the computation. These residuals also allow an integrity test to be
performed.Monitoring the positioning integrity is indeed crucial formany land vehicle
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applications (Santa et al., 2006). Experimental results carriedoutwithour experimental
car show the performance of the approach: If more than three satellites are visible, we
can apply an integrity test that quantifies the confidence in the map-matched location.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 1 provides a reminder of how a GPS fix
is computed. Several methods for map-aided GPS positioning (provided that the road
on which the vehicle is travelling is known) are then described in Section 2. In Section 3
a candidate segments algorithm is presented, and in Section 4 we propose an integrity
analysis for selecting the most likely road. Section 5, our conclusion, presents real
experimental results obtained using the proposed road selection algorithm to realise
an integrity test of the map-aided GNSS positioning.

2 Absolute GNSS positioning

We start by introducing geographical information into the position computation.
GI is frequently used in a dynamic state observation process such as Kalman filtering,
either as an observation (Jabbour et al., 2006), or indirectly, using a camera to detect
precisely-charted marked lanes (Laneurit et al., 2005). In this work we adopt a static
approach without state filtering: all the measurements are processed simultaneously
when they are available. To illustrate the use of GI in GNSS computation let us
consider a standard digital road map. In this section we present two ways of including
cartographic data, assuming that the vehicle is on a road and that the segment in which
it is currently located is known.

2.1 Estimated positions of SVs

SVs broadcast ephemerid data in real-time, and these include Keplerian parameters
describing their orbits.GivenaGPS timestamp tie, it is possible to compute an estimated
position of SVi at this time index in the ECEF(tie), since ECEF rotates with earth.
The receiver has to solve the following problems:

• What is the transmission time tie of the sequence sent by SVi ?

• What was the position SVi at time tie in ECEF(tie)?

• What is the position in the current ECEF?

The receiver estimates the time of flight tiflight of the sequence broadcast by SVi, by
measuring the shift between the transmitted frame and its locally-generated replica
(C/A code):

tiflight = tr − tie (1)

where tr is the reception time and tie is the transmission time in the GPS time reference
system. tiflight is in the order of 70ms. Unfortunately, there is an internal clock bias in
the receiver with respect to the GPS reference time. At the reception time the receiver
reads its clock tu(tr). We have:

tr = tu(tr) + dtu. (2)
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The transmission time is therefore given by:

tie = tu(tr) + dtu − tiflight. (3)

If the internal clock bias of the receiver is kept small, then tie can be approximated by

tie ≈ tu(tr) − tiflight,measured (4)

where tiflight,measured is the measurement of the time of flight for SVi. Using tie,

it is possible to compute an estimated position ECEF (ti
e)Xi

sat = (xi(tie), y
i(tie), z

i(tie))
of SVi in the frame ECEF(tie) using the broadcast ephemerid. See Kaplan (1996) for
details. We now need to express the SV position at transmission time tie in ECEF(tr).
It will be denoted ECEF (tr)Xi

sat(t
i
e). If we model the earth’s rotation by a simple

24-hour periodic rotation around z axis (ECEF coordinates), then we have

αi
earth = ωearth · tiflight,measured (5)

ECEF (tr)Xi
sat = Rot(z, −αi

earth) ·ECEF (ti
e) Xi

sat. (6)

For reasons of simplicity we shall hereafter omit the superscript ECEF(tr), since the
entire computation is done in this frame.

2.2 Receiver position computation

To compute the position of the receiver, let us now consider the pseudo-range
measurement ρi made by the receiver on SVi:

ρi = c · tiflight,measured. (7)

Like the receiver, SVi has a clock offset:

tie = ts(tr) + dtis. (8)

We can therefore rewrite the pseudo-range measurement as:

ρi = c · (tr − tie) + c · (dtu − dtis) (9)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Let Ri denote the geometrical distance
between SVi and the receiver in ECEF(tr) frame:

Ri =
√

(x − xi(tie))2 + (y − yi(tie))2 + (z − zi(tie))2 (10)

Ri = c · (tr − tie). (11)

To simplify matters, let us assume that dtis can be precisely known using the ephemerid
data and SBAS (EGNOS,WAAS, orMSAS) corrections. The corrected pseudo-range
ρi

c is obtained using equation (9):

ρi
c = Ri + c · dtu. (12)
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Using equations (10) and (12), a relationship is constructed between the corrected
pseudo-range measurement for an SV on the one hand, and both the receiver position
and its internal clock bias on the other. Assuming n visible SVs, a non-linear equation
system can be written:

ρi
c = hi(x, y, z, dtu), ∀i = 1, . . . , n. (13)

If n > 4, then the system is also redundant, involving static positioning that can be
solved using an iterative Least-Squares method (hereafter termed Newton-Raphson)
(Kaplan, 1996), or alternatively Bancroft’s non-iterative method, which we shall not
describe here, but instead we refer the reader to Yang and Chen (2001).

2.3 Weighted Least-Squares solution

Let us define the state vector s as:

s = [x, y, z, dtu]t. (14)

Using SBAS-broadcast estimated-noise covariance data, it is possible to build the
noise covariance matrix used in a weighted Least-Squares solution. Assuming that the
measurement errors are not correlated, this matrix (denoted W ) has the form:

W =


σ2

1 0
. . .

0 σ2
n

 . (15)

If the receiver is unable to provide such data, the weight matrix W can be estimated
using the Signal-Noise Ratio (SNR) and the elevation angle φ of each satellite in line
of sight.

The Newton-Raphson iterative solver consists in linearising the system around the
current estimated state ŝ0:

ds = H+(ŝ0) · (ρc − h(ŝ0)) (16)

ŝ = ŝ0 + ds (17)

whereH+(ŝ0) is theweighted generalised inverse of the Jacobianmatrix corresponding
to the observation equation defined by equation (13). H+(ŝ0) is given by:

H+(ŝ0) = [Ht(ŝ0) · W−1 · H(ŝ0)]−1 · Ht(ŝ0) · W−1

H(ŝ0) =
∂h

∂s

∣∣∣∣
ŝ0

. (18)

The final estimated solution is obtained when the method has converged towards a
fixed point.
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3 GIS data in the GNSS computation

We shall now introduce geographical information into the position computation.
To illustrate this concept, let us use a digital roadmap. Supposing that the vehicle is on
a road and that the segment in which it is currently located is known, we here present
two ways of including cartographic data.

3.1 Road maps

A road map is a database that contains a vectorial description of the road network.
Roads are described in a discrete fashion by their centre-lines. Data associated with a
road are classified into three groups:

• Geographical information: A segment set describing the geometry of the road.

• Topological information: Description of connectivity between road segments.

• Semantic information: Road name, speed limit, etc...

Digital road maps can achieve a metrical precision, which is sufficient for many
navigation tasks including route planning. To help overcome memory and real-time
constraints, the system usually has in memory a cache of the roads around the current
position of the vehicle (typically 1Km2).

3.2 Working frame

In order to compute a valid tightly-coupled GNSS/map-matching positioning
solution, a common working frame is necessary. Let us recall that GPS provides
ephemerid data in the WGS84 Cartesian frame, whereas maps depict roads as part of
the earth’s surface. Consequently, map nodes and shape points are only described by
their longitude and latitude, assuming their elevation equals 0.

Using the geographical data from the map, let us determine a tridimensional local
frame (denoted loc) such that its plane (O, i, j) is tangential to the WGS84 earth
reference ellipsoid. First, the map’s point coordinates are converted from the geodetic
WGS84 to the Cartesian WGS84 frame. The origin O is chosen to correspond to the
origin node of a road close to the estimated position. The i axis wasmade to correspond
to the first segment of this road and the (O, i, j) plane is characterised by a geometry
point of any other nearby road, provided that this point is not situated on the i axis.
Finally, the k axis is chosen such that the local frame is right-handed.

A homogeneous transform locTWGS84 is then computed. It contains the rotation
and translation terms needed to apply the transform. Using locTWGS84, the satellite
coordinates and the map cache, geometry points can be converted in the working
frame:

loc


x
y
z
1

 = locTWGS84 ·

WGS84


x
y
z
1

 . (19)

It should be noted that the working frame is temporary (typically for a road cache)
and valid only for small regions (limited to several kilometers), which addresses the
meridian convergence problem.
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3.3 Plane constraint for computation

Let suppose that the correct road segment has been selected from the road points
given by the GIS. The constraint defined by this selected segment is part of a vertical
plane (in the working frame), since the elevation of the map is unknown. In practice,
we consider the whole plane and we check afterwards that the result matches the
segment.

Taking A(a1, a2) and B(b1, b2) as the extremities of the segment, the segment
defines a straight line whose equation is{

y = b1 + b2−a2
b1−a1

· (x − a1) if b1 �= a1

x = a1 otherwise
. (20)

For simplicity we shall consider only the general case b1 �= a1. The geometrical
equation (20) means that only the computation along (x, y) is constrained. This can
be expressed as

y = f1(x) if b1 �= a1. (21)

3.4 First method: unknown elimination

This method was proposed by Cui and Ge (2003). The idea is to eliminate a
variable using the constraint equation. Introducing equation (21) in equation (10), the
geometrical distance between the receiver and SV i can be rewritten as

Ri =
√

(x − xi(tie))2 + (f1(x) − yi(tie))2 + (z − zi(tie))2. (22)

This new expression of the geometrical distance gives a new non-linear system:

ρi
c = gi(x, z, dtu), ∀i = 1, . . . , n. (23)

The dimension of the problemhas nowbeen reduced, and theminimumnumber of SVs
necessary for computing the positioning solution is 3. Since the constraint is strong,
the computed position belongs to the constraint plane. It should be noted that its
projection onto the map plane can be outside the segment.

3.5 Second method: plane fusion

Thismethodwas proposed by Syed andCannon (2005).Using the segment parameters,
a new observable is built. It therefore becomes possible to add a new equation to the
observation model defined using equation (10). Let us define the pseudo-measurement
ρn+1

c extracted from the GIS data and its associated observation equation:

(b1 − a1) · a2 + (a2 − b2) · a1 = (b1 − a1) · y + (a2 − b2) · x

ρn+1
c = hn+1(x, y, z, dtu). (24)
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Thus, an extended observation model can be written as:

ρ̃c = h̃(s). (25)

with s the state vector given in Section 2.3 and ρ̃c = [ρc, ρ
n+1
c ]t.

Using this additional measurement and at least three SVs, the positioning solution
can be computed. In contrast to the unknown elimination method, the computed
solution is not situated within the constraint plane defined by the road segment.

Moreover, it is possible to extend the weighted Least-Squares solution described in
Section 1.3 in order to compute the matched fix. A weight can therefore be ascribed to
the GIS data as an indicator of its quality. From Section 1.3, the matched approximate
solution ŝm can be expressed by

ŝm = H̃+(ŝm) · (ρc − h̃(ŝm)) (26)

with

H̃(ŝm) =
∂h̃

∂s

∣∣∣∣
ŝm

W̃ =
[
W 0
0 σ2

GIS

]
. (27)

where σGIS represents the map error.
Wehave seen how road segment information can be introduced into the positioning

solution computation. A road selection algorithm is now proposed in order to select
all the segments that match the current GNSS observations. The road selection
comprises three steps. First, candidate segments are extracted from the road cache.
Then candidate segments that fail to match a consistency criterion are eliminated, and
finally the most likely segment is selected.

4 Extraction of candidate segments

This first step of the road selection method involves the extraction of candidate
segments from the road cache.For each segment, a tightly-coupledpositioning solution
is computed using the unknown elimination method, described above in Section 2.4,
in order to determine the corresponding matched point. A non-linear equation system
like equation (23) is therefore solved for each segment of the road cache using the
Newton-Raphson iterative solver.

As we saw in Section 2.4, the provided solution is constrained to a vertical plane
(along the k axis) defined by the road segment (which forms part of plane (O, i, j)).
It follows that any segment is a candidate if it satisfies the two following conditions:

• The projection of the fix onto the reference plane (O, i, j) belongs to the
segment. As the segment shape points are known, a simple test can be performed
involving the projection of the fix onto the reference plane (O, i, j). Let us define
the segment extremities M and N . Using a scalar product, the projection of the
computed fix onto (O, i, j) (denoted P ) belongs to the road segment if:

�MP · �NP ≤ 1 (28)
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• The altitude of the matched fix should be close to 0 in the working frame.
We therefore apply a threshold (denoted Thalt) in order to eliminate outlying
solutions:

z < Thalt (29)

where z defines the altitude of the matched point in the working frame.

Using the conditions defined by equations (28) and (29), a set of candidate segments
is obtained. Note that this step may yield no segments at all (when using wrong road
cache, for instance), or a set of segments that do not correspond to the true road
segment. This can occur if a large road cache is used.

5 Integrity of map-matching

Integrity methods suppose that there is a redundancy in the measurements (Belabbas
and Gass, 2005). Using GIS data in the GNSS computation reduces the number
of satellites required in line of sight. Either there are three unknowns and n
measurements (see equation (23)), or there are four unknowns andn + 1measurements
(see equation (25)). So, with n satellites, the degree of redundancy is n − 3. We may
therefore assume that at least four satellites are visible for monitoring integrity.

In this section the plane fusion method is used for integrity analysis, since it
allows the veracity of a map to be weighted, unlike the unknown elimination method
which cannot handle map errors. The integrity test that we consider here relies on
a consistency check of residuals. Assuming that inconsistencies can result only from
wrong matches (and not GNSS faults), this test allows the selection of the most likely
segment, if it exists.

5.1 Positioning residuals

In order to determine whether or not a segment is consistent, the positioning residuals
of the iterative Least-Squares solver are used. As this solver is iterative, the residuals
vector is computed after convergence of the solution. Let rewrite equation (25) with
the residuals vector ε:

ε = ρ̃c − h̃(ŝ) (30)

ŝ is the last solver solution to have been estimated. Given the linearisation point ŝ0
and the variation vector ds, the positioning residuals vector ε is:

ε = ρ̃c − h̃(ŝ0 + ds). (31)

The expression of ds is given by equation (17) (this is the result obtained by the
solver at the last step), where the pseudo-range measurement vector ρc is replaced
by its extended version ρ̃c, and the observation model h by h̃. Consequently, using a
first-order linearisation, the residuals vector is now:

ε = ρ̃c − h̃(ŝ0) − H̃(ŝ0) · ds. (32)

It should be remarked that this is a weighted residuals vector.
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5.2 Elimination of inconsistent segments

For each candidate segment, the Euclidean norm ‖ε‖ of the weighted positioning
residuals is computed from equation (32) using the results of the last iteration of the
Newton-Raphson solver. In order to eliminate the inconsistent segments, a χ2-test is
performed for all the candidate segments under Gaussian assumptions (Walter and
Enge, 1995). If the square norm of the residuals exceeds a certain threshold Thcon

then the current candidate segment is eliminated. This strategy can be interpreted as
a degenerated Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) fault isolation,
since we are assuming that it is always the candidate segment that is faulty, and never
the GNSS measurements.

The problem is now to define the threshold Thcon. In our case, we consider that the
pseudo-range noise can be different for each satellite in view of the SBAS correction,
and also that themap error is known. InBelabbas andGass (2005), the authors propose
a Cholesky decomposition of W̃ (see equation (27)):

W̃ = A · At. (33)

Let consider the new normalised positioning residuals ε′:

ε′ = A−1 · ε. (34)

A segment is therefore consistent if

‖ε′‖ < Thcon (35)

where Thcon is a threshold computed using the inverse of a χ2 cumulative distribution
function with (n − 3) degrees of freedom and a given Pfa (probability of false alarm).
Pfa depends on the application. Let recall that n is the number of pseudo-range
measurements used in the positioning computation.

This stage might yield no segments at all (if the vehicle is off-road, for instance), or
several segments in the case of an ambiguous situation.

5.3 Segment selection

If there are no consistent segments, the fusion of the map with the GNSS data is not
possible because the vehicle is probably not located on a road to be found within
the cache. This fact is useful for detecting cache management problems. Otherwise, if
there are several consistent segments, it becomes a question either of selecting the most
likely segment, or of carrying out multi-hypothesis matching as in Cui and Ge (2003),
involving Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) at each junction.

In order to select themost likely segment from a set of consistent segments, a simple
strategy is to choose the one with the lowest positioning residuals norm. Let us study
this strategy using real data.
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6 Experimental results

6.1 Methodology

Experiments were carried out in two stages in July 2006. The first stage was the
recording of data, and the second stage the processing of this data. Data was recorded
using our Laboratory’s experimental vehicle Strada (Figure 1) and a Trimble 5700
GPS receiver in stand-alone mode. Data was recorded on roads near the lab which are
well identified in the geographical database. SV measurements were recorded using
Rinex 2.10 observation file format and the corresponding navigation file was used.
Using the Rinex files recorded by the receiver, a reference trajectory was computed
in DGPS PPK mode using Trimble Total Control software and data from several
reference stations (French Orpheon service).

Figure 1 HeuDiaSyC experimental vehicles: Carmen (left) and Strada (right)

For all experiments, a fixed road cache was extracted from a GIS database provided
by two cartographers (NavTeQ and TeleAtlas). Hereafter we shall simply refer to these
road caches as mapi, for reasons of non-disclosure. The road caches were extracted
around the lab, with a diameter of about 600m. The origin of the working frame was
set to the same crossroads in each map.

In these experiments the weight matrix W and the extended weight matrix W̃ were
set to identity. This means that the standard deviation σi of the pseudo-ranges and the
standard deviation σGIS of the map were assumed to be equal.

σi = σGIS = σUERE . (36)

The integrity threshold Thcon was computed using a Pfa such that one false alarm per
hour is permitted, which would seem acceptable for many land vehicle applications
(Pfa = 2.75 × 10−4). Given this simplification, the integrity test equation (35) is
reduced to:

‖ε′‖ < σUERE ·
√

Thcon. (37)

The constellation state at the beginning of the data recording was plotted using a
skyplot graphic (Figure 2),which allows their elevation andazimuth angles respectively
to be estimated with respect to the local.
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Figure 2 GPS constellation recorded at the start of the road test

6.2 Static tests

In this section we analyse the road selection algorithm and the tightly-coupled
GNSS-Map fusion using a single fix. The candidate segment extraction and the
integrity test are computed for the same position, and the results are compared to
the reference PPKDGPS fix. For this test map biases were removed and all the visible
satellites were used. For simplicity, the local frame was made to correspond to the
nearest road junction. The (O, i) axle coincides with one of the segments composing
this road junction. In reality this segment is not East-oriented.

The results of the candidate segment selection process are shown in Figures 3
and 4 shows the results of the road selection. 10 road candidate segments satisfy the
requirements. One remarks that several candidates are near to reference PPK DGPS
fix (about 50m), but that some others, lying further away, have been also chosen. This
may at first seem surprising, but when one recalls that the diameter of the road cache
is small with respect to the satellite distances, the result appears coherent, since the
segments are only 300m away from the reference fix.

The integrity test in Section 5, when applied to the candidate segments, yields only
two (cf. Figure 4). Let consider a stand-alone GPS fix computed using the Least-
Squaresmethod.We can see that the vehicle is located near a road junction, which gives
rise to an ambiguous situation, where the two consistent segments are those composing
the road junction.Moreover, themost likely segment is effectively the vehicle’s current
segment.

6.3 Dynamic tests

In this section we present computation results for matched positions obtained during
a dynamic test using all the visible satellites (5 in this experiment). First we test
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our method using NavTeQ and TeleAtlas aligned maps. Subsequently we report the
behaviour of ourmethod with usual biasedmap data. Please note that in these tests the
vehicle stops at the 4-way junction for 70 s (between the 40th and the 110th second).

Figure 3 Results of the candidate segment extraction stage

Figure 4 Results of the integrity test applied on the candidate segment of Figure 3

6.3.1 Tests with aligned maps

Themap biases are removed in this section, with only translations given. The results of
the road selection and the positioning computation are presented in Figures 5 and 6,
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using aligned road caches and five visible satellites. As can be seen, in these
circumstances our method yields interesting results (see Table 1).

Figure 5 Matched path, positioning residuals for the selected segment and number of
candidate segments for aligned road maps. Results for map1
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Figure 6 Matched path, positioning residuals for the selected segment and number of
candidate segments for aligned road maps. Results for map2

In the case of map1, a mismatched position occurred when the first road junction was
encountered, and three other mismatches appeared between the starting point and this
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junction, where the road is depicted by numerous small segments. The conclusion is
that in this ambiguous situation an incorrect road segment was chosen because the
vehicle’s true segment failed to feature among the candidates. Looking at the norm
of the positioning residuals we notice a peak around second 17 after the start. This
peak value corresponds effectively to the mismatch. Unfortunately, the norm of the
residuals falls below the integrity threshold, and so the mismatch was not detected.
Throughout the test one remarks that the value of the residuals norm remains low,
that is to say around 1 meter up until the 120th second, and around 3m afterwards,
which is very good.

Table 1 Performance results using aligned maps

No segment True segment True segment
available (%) Miss-match (%) is consistent (%) is candidate (%)

map1 0 2.84 97.16 97.16
map2 0 0 100 100

In the case of map2, no mismatched position was detected. Considering the position
residuals, we notice that the value of ‖ε‖ is around 1m, which corresponds to the
pseudo-range noise. The first peak on the residuals (10 < t < 20) is due to the effect
of map inaccuracy, since only one segment is used to describe the curve. The second
peak (135 < t < 140) is due to the vehicle leaving the road and entering the parking
lot.

Let us now examine the number of candidate segments extracted during these
tests. Recall that the vehicle remains stationary at the 4-way junction for 40 < t < 110.
We can see that these numbers are different depending on themap used: map1 involves
on average 4 segments, where map2 involves 6. This can be explained by the fact that
the second map has smaller segments.

Regarding the selection of consistent segments, we can see that there is always
at least one consistent road. On average, 2 or 3 are declared consistent, which
indicates that the method hesitates often. This conclusion suggests either that the
data-association strategy is over-cautious, or that the selection is difficult to assess.

6.3.2 Tests with real biased maps

In practice roadmaps are often biased, and usually this bias is less than 10–15m. In this
section the road selection is tested with the original NavTeQ and TeleAtlas maps in
order to evaluate the effect of these offsets. Note that the two maps have different
biases: map1 is biased to the East whereas map2 is biased to the North. Figure 7
(resp. Figure 8) depicts the results of the road selection and the matched positions
using map1 (resp. map2).

Let us now examine the results for map1. One can see, despite the map bias,
that the map-matched locations are mainly correct. Several mismatches (∼7.8%
see Table 2) appear close to the different road junctions that naturally create zones
of ambiguity. When looking at the positioning residuals norm one notices several
interesting phenomena. The first peak value corresponds to the first one observed in
Section 6.3.1: a mismatch at the first junction. The second is due to the loss of tracking
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of a satellite through visibility degradation (t ∼ 125). It should be noticed that the
integrity threshold also decreases since there are only four satellites remaining at this
particular instant. Another interesting point is the gap in the residuals. At time t ∼ 130
no segment passed the integrity test and no position was computed. Finally, we can see
that the average level of the positioning residuals norm is about 9m. It corresponds
effectively to the norm of the bias of the map.

Figure 7 Matched path, positioning residuals for the selected segment and number of
candidate segments for original road maps. Map1 (bias: ∼ 9m)

Regarding the results obtained withmap2, one remarks here that the method produces
a large number ofmismatches (∼29%, as shown in Table 2). Recall that no information
about previously-selected segments is used in the road selection: a new road segment
selection is recomputed at each fix. Considering the positioning residuals one notices,
at the beginning of the test (t ∼ 15), that no segment is consistent for several steps.
Like for the first map, we can see the loss of the tracking of an SV has an impact
on the consistency. At this particular step, the loss of a satellite decreases the GPS
error so that a correct road selection can be obtained. This surprising phenomenon
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indicates that the satelliteswhichdisappearedwas affectedbya large error due to its low
elevation. During the static part, close to the crossroads, we see that the average value
of the positioning residual norm is 14m, corresponding to the map bias (∼14.5m), and
the true segment is considered as the most likely segment.

Figure 8 Matched path, positioning residuals for the selected segment and number of
candidate segments for original road maps. Map2 (bias: ∼ 14.5m)

Table 2 Performance results using original maps

No segment True segment True segment
available (%) Miss-match (%) is consistent (%) is candidate (%)

map1 0.71 7.80 95.74 95.74
map2 2.84 29.08 83.69 87.23

Finally, these two tests reveal (Table 2) that the true segment is considered as consistent
most of time for both maps, which indicates that the integrity test is useful even if
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the zero-mean noise assumption is largely violated in this experiment. Because of map
bias, the true segment (i.e., the solution) is eliminated by the consistency test from
the candidate segment list. This unfortunate phenomenon occurs only for map2 ‘its
frequency is 3.5%’ as illustrated by the second line of Table 2. Therefore, we can
conclude that the most likely segment selection presented in Section 5.3 is excessively
discriminant when working with biased GIS data. A more efficient map-matching
procedure needs to be found in this case.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have described a method to fuse road map data with GNSS rough
measurements (L1 pseudo-ranges). This approach has several advantages. Since the
selection of a segment is necessary, the map-matching problem can be solved using
the residuals of the Newton-Raphson computation. A particular difficulty arises from
the need to estimate the locations of the satellites using real-time ephemerid data in a
frame attached to the map. We have proposed a method that assumes that the clock
drift of the receiver is small, and consequently that the position of the satellites at their
transmission times can be easily determined in a working frame attached to the map,
before solving the non-linear problem. This is crucial from the practical point of view,
since the satellites’ locations are computed once at each stage. Therefore, the non-linear
positioning problem with each segment is solved faster. In order to solve the segment
selection problem, we have proposed an integrity-oriented search strategy. We have
presented the computationof the consistency thresholdusingweighted residuals,which
is essential when considering SBAS corrections. The results that we have obtained in
stand-alone GPS are very encouraging, since the method is able to retrieve the correct
segment if the maps are unbiased (only one incorrect match occurred using one map,
andnonewith the other).Whenusing real biasedmaps, the performance unsurprisingly
decreases and the method outputs several false matches. In this case, the difficulty of
the problem is observable on the residuals norm that is in the order of the map bias.

The perspectives of this research concern the use of multiple-hypothesis dynamic
state observers (based on Kalman filters) to exploit the connectedness of roads,
particularly when approaching junctions.Moreover, we plan also to test the use of our
method with WAAS/EGNOS corrections as a means of increasing its reliability.
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